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Sheers are a timeless and essential part of the Mark Alexander aesthetic. 

The studio has thoughtfully created a range of sheers which feature quiet designs that are brought 
to life through a range of natural fibres, allowing light to gently filter into a space. 

SHEERS



LINEN SHEERS

Enduring, quintessentially Mark Alexander sheers. Elegant geometric patterns, fil coupé detailing 
and modern, offset designs create a sense of controlled freedom and highlight a delightful play 
of light and shade. Woven on specialist looms by master Belgian craftsmen for a finish that’s 
unparalleled, these sheers are effortlessly luxurious. 

Wide-width Linen Sheer
3 Colours | 100% LI

ᤄ

ECHO 

OVERLAP

Wide-width Linen Sheer

2 Colours | 100% LI 

ᤄ

MATRIX

Wide-width Linen Sheer
2 Colours |100% LI

ᤄ

OFFLINE

Wide-width Linen Sheer
2 Colours | 89%LI, 8% PC, 3%PL

ᤄ



WOOL SHEERS

With an ethereal touch, this selection of refined wool sheers encapsulates an airy atmosphere without 
compromising on effortless elegance. Created from soft, luxury yarns, including wool and cashmere, 
the fabrics exude natural beauty and tranquillity. 

Wool Sheer  
5 Colours | 31% WS 69% VI

ᤄ

SERENITY 

PARK

VAPOUR

Wool Sheer
6 Colours  
38% Vi 29% PO 17% WO 16% LI  

ᤄ

Wool Sheer 
4 Colours | 100% WO

ᤄ



ABOUT US 

Led by Design Director Mark Butcher, the 
last 10 years has seen Mark Alexander 
establish a reputation for creating the finest 
natural textiles. Understated and sophisticated 
design, artisanal craft, rich textures and 
beautifully natural fibres underpin the 
distinctive Mark Alexander aesthetic.

Mark Alexander is part of The Romo Group, 
a family run business in its fifth generation. 
The range is available worldwide through 
an extensive network of selected interior 
designers and retail outlets. 

Please contact us for price information, 
samples and images, we are also happy 
to arrange interviews and offer expert 
commentary from our designers.

UK 

Iain Niven 
iain.niven@romo.com 
0207 352 7801

USA

Tamar Mashigian 
tamar@cdecor.com 
310-276-5001

Europe

Roberta Natalini 
roberta.natalini@romo.com 
+44 (0)1623 727016

Sweden

Mia Nordangård 
Mia@casarosa.se 
08-660 58 22

South Africa

Laura Miller 
Showroom.jhb@romosouthafrica.com 
011 262 4167 / 084 614 7672
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